
 

Sony Firmware Extension Parser Device Driver 8.0.1.2

this is a generic driver for the sony firmware extension parser (fep) device. fep contains information
about devices in the powerdvd/video deck control panel. fep is part of powerdvd 6.x and earlier. in
powerdvd 8.x fep is replaced by the sony fep device driver. this device driver provides support for

the sony's firmware extension (fex) reader devices. fex is a sony solution to the ohci specification of
the usb 2.0 standard. on the firmware side, fex defines a set of the usb interface commands that are
used to download firmware updates and read the firmware version on sony's readers. the firmware

extension commands are: getfirmwareversion getfirmwarehistory getfirmwareinfo setfirmwareinfo in
the following table, (d:device) means "the device whose driver is described in this section" and
(f:firmware) means "the firmware in which the device is described". the firmwareversion column

shows the version of the firmware on which the device is based. the firmwarerelease column shows
the release of the firmware on which the device is based. the sony firmware extension parser device
driver parses the firmware extension parser device firmware version 8.0.1.2. this is a device driver. it
has been tested with an x86 pc and an amd64 pc running linux. it may run on other platforms. this
firmware extension parser device driver parses the sony firmware extension data for the following
sony devices: a580 a570 a560 a550 a500 a300 a300 a350 a350 a310 a300 a320 a310 a330 a330

a500 a500 a330 a350 a350 a330 a500 a400 a350 a390 a500 a550 a560 a570 a610 a630 a580

Download

Sony Firmware Extension Parser Device Driver 8.0.1.2

This package contains the files needed for installing the Firmware Extension Parser driver for Sony
Vaio SVE15135CXS notebooks. If it has been installed, updating (overwrite-installing) may fix. Sony

Firmware Extension Parser Device Patch (Windows 10 64bit, Windows 8.1 64bit). To 'Unknown
Device' which indicates that a driver is not installed for that. Original Drivers and Applications for

VPCJ22 Series (Windows 7 64-Bit) Sony Firmware Extension Parser Device Driver (Windows 7 64bit)
Download Applicable Models. Sony VAIO SVS1311AGXB Firmware Extension Parser Device Driver

1.0.0 for Windows 10 64-bit DOWNLOAD NOW 54 downloads Added on: September 4, 2020
Manufacturer: Sony. Ok, I've done some more investigation and come across a thread in the Sony

forums that was never resolved. I tried what was suggested there without any luck. What I found out
was you need to be signed-in as an Admin user, and then download the Sony Firmware Extension

Parser Device Driver for Windows 7 64-bit from the Sony website. You can then install that driver into
the Firmware section in your Control Panel. After that, a Sony application called Setup Support for
Vaio comes up and you can follow the instructions to sync your new Sony hardware with your Sony

PC. I guess the Sony people are probably busy with all the new Sony products they've made recently
so they're not going to be addressing this type of issue, but there's a work-around that might be

worth trying. I've downloaded the latest Sony Firmware Extension Parser Device Driver for Windows
7 64-bit via my Sony support page and installed it. It updated my firmware so all those new features
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Sony claimed I'd have access to should now be available. It did install three new drivers and I can
confirm now: S1 and S2 buttons work, F1 and F2 work, F3 - F12 work. What it doesn't say is whether

the Long Press keys work, but I'm happy that's fixed now. 5ec8ef588b
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